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Topic: Transitioning between data and schema values in MonetDB

Selected relational matrix operations turn data values in an argument relation into attribute
names in the result relation. The relational model does not foresee such operations at either
the logical or physical level. Since the relational model does not support these operations,
relational systems have been built without support for this functionality. This is an impediment
for the implementation of linear algebra operations in relational system.

One significant issue when transitioning between schema and data values is that the number
of attributes in a result relation depends on the number of input tuples. For example, the
transpose operation constructs the schema of the result based on the data values of one of its
columns [1], which means that the number of attributes in the result is equal to the number of
tuples in the input relation. This is a problem since the information about number and names of
attributes is essential for MonetDB when building a query tree. When mapping data to schema
values this information only becomes available during query execution when the actual values
of input relations are accessed. This prevents MonetDB to seamlessly support relational matrix
operations that turn data into schema values.

The goal of this Master’s thesis is to design, implement, and evaluate a solution to cleanly
transition between data and schema values in a relation, and to illustrate and evaluate the
solution in terms of the transpose operation.

The work includes the following tasks:

1. Implement the transpose operation together with representative queries that include the
transpose operation (e.g., σ(tra(r))):
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(a) Identify and illustrate with carefully chosen examples the parts of MonetDB that
are affected by the missing information (i.e., the number of attributes in the result
relation and their names).

(b) Suggest approaches to handle the missing information (e.g., placeholders for the
attribute names, an extension of query tree nodes, preprocessing of queries, etc)
and investigate their advantages and disadvantages.

(c) Choose an approach to turn data into schema values and implement your ap-
proach in MonetDB.

(d) Empirically evaluate the properties of the proposed solution.

2. Develop optimization rules that allow to omit relational matrix operations that require to
turn data into schema values.

3. Write a thesis (approximately 50 pages).

4. Present your thesis in a DBTG meeting.
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